Universal POS Tags, v2

with English examples

ADJective: the third oldest Persian cat is hungry
ADPosition: that cat of yours sits on the mat during the storm
ADVerb: he fishes very well; indeed, how has he grown up so quickly?
AUXiliary: he is a cat; we must have been eating
CoordinatingCONJunction: fish and birds look delicious, but Whiskers is vegetarian
DETerminer: I saw that cat—it was a lot bigger than all the others, but no monster
INTerJection: yes, hello there—ouch!
NOUN: the cat is playing with a rubber ball
NUMeral: cats have nine (9) lives
PARTicle: Jon’s cat does n’t like to get wet
PRONoun: it seems my cat is somebody who licks himself when there are odors
PROPPerNoun: Whiskers represents the White House at the UN in New York
PUNCTuation: “ Where did you go ? ” I asked the cat .
SubordinatingCONJunction: he knows that he is the king because he gets the best chair
SYMBOL: $ 100 whiskers@un.org =^._.^= ^..^)
VERB: cats have 9 lives to live and are always eating
X (other): c’est la vie